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Abstract
In this project, we explore the possibility for an augmented guitar to be used as a controller for the expressive manipulation of reactive synthetic speech. This idea
comes at the intersection of two research frameworks. On
the one hand, we aim at augmenting the electric guitar
by extracting guitar playing techniques directly from the
guitar sound, through an hexaphonic pickup (one microphone per string). On the other hand, we develop the
M AGE software, a unique set of tools for generating highquality HMM-based speech synthesis in a reactive way.
Bringing these two technologies together allows us to explore various mappings between the controller and the
speech synthesis, and propose expressive solutions.
Index Terms: HMMs, speech synthesis, reactive control

1. Introduction
Speech is one of the richest and most ubiquitous modalities of communication used by human beings. Vocal
expression involves complex production and perception
mechanisms. Conversation is a highly interactive process, with complex timings and wide-ranging variations
of quality. It is known that speech production properties
have a deep impact on perceived identity and social cues
[1]. This critical role of speech production in our life
makes anybody an expert listener. The synthesis of artiﬁcial speech has been explored for decades to use in many
applications, from the purely functional level to artistic
exploration. However, human’s natural expertise in listening to spoken content makes speech synthesis a really complex problem. Recent synthesizers have made
great progress in terms of intelligibility and naturalness
but they are still not providing a completely convincing
vocal experience to users, neither an expressive tool for
artists. In this Section, we describe the various research
problems that lead to this situation, as an introduction
to our concept of tangible speech synthesis and the new
speech synthesis system that we present.
1.0.1. From Speech Production to Social Cues
Understanding voice production requires an interdisciplinary approach. It can be seen bio-mechanically as pul-

monary pressure being applied on tensed vocal folds and
the manner of placing the various articulators in the vocal
tract, such as tongue, jaw or lips [2]. The acoustics of this
phenomenon suggest that the volume velocity waveform
generated by the vocal folds vibration propagates through
pharyngeal, oral and nasal cavities with time-varying resonance frequencies, called formants [3]. Linguists are interested in how these formants vary over time and their
relation with vocal tract postures that we continuously
browse when we speak, called phonemes [3]. They also
study, what is called prosody [3], how fundamental frequency and amplitude of vocal folds vibration vary over
time, as well as phoneme durations. Phonetical and neurological studies show that upcoming speech fragments
are planned ahead by the brain, and then corrected onthe-ﬂy by continuously evaluating acoustical and sensorial distances from the plan [2].
This active research community has been making outstanding progresses over the last decades, but it seems
that some aspects of speech production remain misunderstood. For example, we do not have an exhaustive
model for vocal folds vibration, because observations in
vivo are nearly impossible. There is also a big debate in
how speech production is inﬂuenced by the context, such
as speaker’s emotional state, listener’s reaction or other
surrounding stimuli, because real-life measurements are
intrusive. These issues result in an elusive mapping between parameters of existing production models and real
social impacts of speech, such as intents or emotions, as
illustrated in Figure 1.
1.0.2. Text-To-Speech and User Interaction
Early research in speech synthesis was ﬁrstly trying to
model the physiology of speech production, then manipulating the models according to what was observed in
the vocal tract or on the speech spectrum, such as the
well-known source-ﬁlter model [4]. The generalization
of computing in speech synthesis research progressively
beneﬁted to a new approach, detached from physiological
roots, and focused on the systematic conversion from text
to speech. New algorithms from the early 1990s, based
on waveform segmentation and concatenation [5], made
a remarkable leap forward in term of intelligibility and
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makes few sense of these context changes, because
the speech production properties can barely be altered, even less on-the-ﬂy.
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Figure 1: Major obstacles remain in order to accurately
map between parameters of speech production models
and perceived intents or emotions.
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naturalness, shifting the physiological trend to focus on
speech simulation.
Text-To-Speech (TTS) systems have a common architecture and work in two steps. First, text is converted
into the narrow phonetic transcription by the Natural
Language Processor (NLP), containing phonemes and
prosody. Then this information is converted into speech
sound by the Digital Signal Processor (DSP) [3], as illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Text-To-Speech: NLP converts text into the
narrow phonetic transcription, then DSP converts this
transcription into speech sound.
At the time TTS became the main trend, it was not
evident that computing would go mobile so massively.
Retrospectively, we understand how the design choices
underlying TTS – text input and black-boxed generation
of resulting speech – have anchored its use to reading text
on desktop computers. However, mobile computing relies on ubiquitous sensing of user’s context, and user interaction tends to become more natural. Therefore, highquality speech synthesis seems to have major issues in
being used “in the wild”. Nowadays there are two main
application types that are prevented to expand because of
these limitations:
1. Context-reactive speech synthesis: our modern life
is encountering an increasing amount of virtual
agents, on the phone, in the car or in public
spaces. Ubiquitous computing brings these systems to gather a lot of information about our context: location, light/noise conditions, movements,
social connections, etc. Most of this information is
dynamically changing. However, embedded TTS

2. Performative speech synthesis: artiﬁcial speech
can be generated from gestural performance, rather
than pre-typed text. This approach has many applications, such as silent speech communication [6],
speech production replacement for voice-impaired
users, etc. This technique is also interesting for
artistic purposes, as speech is a common medium
used in various disciplines. These situations require a major breakthrough in speech synthesis
techniques in order to create speech sounds from
non-textual fast-changing inputs.
1.1. Guitar as the Controller
One essential aspect involved in developing a system for
performative speech synthesis is the design of the controlling device. One approach to this research is to consider
that the purpose is to design a new instrument for musical
expression, or NIME, here applied to the speech signal.
A common concern in NIME research is the lack of human practice associated to new instruments. This issue
can trap the design process in a loop where the lack of
a good device prevents good practice to appear and the
lack of good practice prevents a good device to emerge.
In order to avoid such a deadlock situation, many people
have started their NIME design from an existing instrument. Indeed the existing practice can be reused and then
extended for the new purpose. Due to its wide availability and contemporary history, the electric guitar has been
a good candidate for such a strategy [7, 8].
In this project, we have decided to use the electric
guitar as the input device for controlling speech synthesis.
It is motivated by the above-mentioned intent to reuse and
extend the existing guitar playing techniques for our new
purpose, but also because we wanted to further explore
the Guitar As Controller hardware/software platform that
we have built in the lab for the last 2-3 years.
1.2. Outline of the Report
In this report, we start describing the speech synthesis
technique we use in this project, called HMM-based synthesis in Section 2. Then we describe the main modiﬁcations that we have applied to state-of-the-art HMMbased speech synthesis in order to create a fully reactive
and controllable sound synthesis system, called M AGE,
in Section 3. Section 4 explains the modiﬁcations applied
on the existing Guitar As Controller toolbox and new
mapping strategies that have been developed specially for
controlling speech. Finally we discuss the prototype that
we could assemble and test during the workshop in Section 5.

2. HMM-Based Speech Synthesis
Nowadays, the most common approach for achieving
high quality natural speech synthesis is the corpus-based
unit selection technique. In principle, this method relies
on runtime selection and concatenation of speech units
from a large speech database using explicit matching criteria [5]. In direct contrast to the dominance of corpusbased unit selection, there is an increased interest for statistical parametric speech synthesis [9]. Statistical parametric speech synthesis is based on an model-based parametric framework, where speech is generated by averaging sets of similarly sounding speech segments. Indeed,
instead of using real speech samples at runtime, contextdependent HMMs are trained from the databases of natural speech, and then speech waveforms are generated
from the HMMs themselves.
2.1. Core architecture of typical system
In a typical statistical parametric speech synthesis system, the pre-recorded database is analysed, various production parameters are extracted spectral envelopes, fundamental frequency and duration of the phonemes - and
used to train statistical models. Usually a maximum
likelihood (ML) criterion is used to estimate the model
parameters [10]. Later these models will generate the
speech parameters for a given targeted text input. Speech
waveforms are produced from the parametric representations of speech with typical speech synthesis techniques:
subtractive synthesis [11] or harmonic plus noise [12].
Any generative model can be used, however most widely
used are Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [13], and this
approach is known as HMM-based speech synthesis [10].
In Figure 3 we present an overview of a typical
HMM-based speech synthesis system (HTS) [14], which
consists of a training and a synthesis part.

Figure 4: Decision trees for context clustering [18].
During the training part both spectrum (mel-cepstral
coefﬁcients [15], and their dynamic features) and excitation (logarithmic fundamental frequency (logF0) and its
dynamic features) parameters are extracted from a natural
speech database. These parameters are then modeled by
context-dependent HMMs, taking into account phonetic,
linguistic and prosodic contexts. Multi-space probability distributions (MSD) [16] are used to properly model
the excitation parameters which is a variable dimensional
parameter sequence with non continuous pitch values in
unvoiced regions. In order to model speech temporally,
HMMs model the state duration densities by using multivariate Gaussian distributions [17]. So to handle all the
contextual factors, such as phone identity and stress or
accent related factors that affect the targeted synthetic
speech output, decision-trees based on context clustering
techniques [18] are used, as shown in Figure 4. Magnitude spectrum, fundamental frequency and duration are
modeled independently, therefore there is a different phonetic decision tree for each of these features [19].
At the synthesis part, the input text is analyzed and
converted to a context-dependent phoneme sequence.
Then by concatenating the context-dependent HMMs according to the generated context-dependent phoneme sequence an HMM utterance is constructed. This HMM utterance is used to generate the sequences of spectral and
excitation parameters [20], and by using excitation generation and a speech synthesis ﬁlter (e.g., mel log spectrum
approximation (MLSA) ﬁlter [21]) the ﬁnal speech waveform is reconstructed.
2.2. Advantages

Figure 3: Overview of a typical HMM-based speech synthesis system (HTS) [14].

Compared to the unit-selection synthesis, statistical parametric synthesis offers signiﬁcant advantages not only
in controlling the synthesis procedure but also in being
much more ﬂexible due to the well deﬁned statistical
modeling process. One of its main advantages is the ﬂexibility in changing its voice characteristics and speaking
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Figure 5: Speakers individuality modeled by HMMs, Mi,
where Wi denotes the interpolation weight between the
existing models in order to produce the untrained voice
characteristics, M’.
styles by simply transforming the model parameters. This
is possible through :
• adaptation, mimicking voices by means of maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation [22] and maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) [23].
• interpolation, mixing voices and synthesize speech
with untrained voice characteristics [24] as shown
in Figure 5.
• eigenvoice, producing new voices, [25].
• multiple regression, to control voice characteristics
intuitively [26].
Other advantage is that HTS can easily be adapted in
different languages, contexts and applications [14]. Compared with unit-selection synthesis, statistical parametric
synthesis has a very small footprint, just a few MBytes
[27], since there are no real speech samples used, only
the statistics of acoustic models are stored and fewer tuning parameters since both modeling and synthesis processes are based on mathematically well-deﬁned statistical principles. However the main drawbacks of statistical
parametric synthesis is the quality of the ﬁnal synthesized
waveform. The reason for this quality degradation seems
to be the vocoders used, the acoustic modeling accuracy
and ﬁnally the over-smoothing [28].

3. Reactive HMM-Based Speech and
Singing Synthesis
As the new trends in understanding expressivity in speech
are being explored, and the need for real world speech
and singing synthesis applications such as entertainment
and gaming applications, silent speech communication
and performing arts application as well as assistive applications for speech impaired people. However one might
notice that a real solid platform for performative speech
and singing synthesis is missing. The challenges of such

a platform though are on the one hand the reactive production of expressive speech and the adaptability and latency of the speech synthesis and on the other hand how
to provide a meaningful gestural control mechanism.
In traditional HMM-based speech synthesis, as described in Section 2, a certain amount of text is required
in advance to be processed and converted into speech as
a whole target but during this text to speech conversion
process any external inﬂuence is rather limited. This limitation prevents to adapt to any external solicitation within
the sentence as it is being synthesized. Thus, we decided
to build M AGE, which proposes the generation of speech
parameters within a smaller look-ahead window rather
than the whole available text. This approach allows to
infer on speech outputs at various production levels and
time scales. However, such a system has totally different
requirements than the original one; it needs to have a reactive programming architecture, and to be both listenerspeciﬁc and context-aware. To our current knowledge,
M AGE is the ﬁrst platform for reactive programming of
speech and singing synthesis able to address these issues,
allowing reactive prosodic and contextual user control.
3.1. Short-Term Speech Parameter Trajectories
As inherited form the original system HTS; M AGE also
has a training and a synthesis part. For both systems the training part is identical, as described in [28],
but their fundamental difference lays in the synthesis
part. During the synthesis time of HTS, the input
text is analyzed and converted to a context-dependent
phoneme sequence, then according to this sequence,
context-dependent HMMs are concatenated, constructing an HMM utterance. Then this HMM utterance is
used to generate the sequences of spectral and excitation parameters by maximising the probability of the
speech parameter sequence [28]. Consequently, in HTS
the smallest accessible time scale is the complete targeted
word sequence. Finally, the targeted speech output is reconstructed by using excitation generation and a speech
synthesis ﬁlter, here Mel Log Spectrum Approximation
(MLSA) ﬁlter [21] with pulse-train or white-noise excitation.
In direct contrast to HTS synthesis part, in M AGE
the observation window is reduced, from all the available phoneme sequence to just a sliding window of two
phonemes. More speciﬁcally, as the available phonemes
are being streamed as input to M AGE, only the new
phoneme and the previous phoneme are used to concatenate the context-dependent HMMs and construct an
HMM utterance. Then this HMM utterance, consisting
only of the context-dependent HMMs of two phonemes is
used to generate the corresponding sequences of spectral
and excitation parameters. Then, by using the maximisation in Equation 2, as described in [28] the speech parameter trajectories are generated. A result of the reduced ob-

servation window approach is that the generated speech
parameter trajectories do not correspond to the overall
maximum of probability (HTS), but only the concatenation of locally-maximized speech parameters (M AGE).
q � = argmax P (q | λ� , T̂ )

(1)

Ô = argmax P (O | q � , λ� , T̂ )

(2)

q

O

where O and q are respectively the sequence of speech
parameters and the sequence of states, q � and λ� respectively the estimated sequence of states and the concatenated left-to-right context-dependent HMMs of the 2phoneme window, Ô the sequence of locally-maximized
generated speech parameters, and T̂ is the time frame corresponding to the ﬁrst label of the 2-phoneme window on
which Ô is computed.
By using a 2-phonemes window for the speech parameter trajectory generation, M AGE opens the enclosed
synthesis loop of HTS, and the initial accessible time
scale of the sentence level in now reduced to the phoneme
level. As Figure 6 illustrates, when there are two
phonemes for the sliding window, the speech parameter
trajectories are generated and the corresponding speech
samples are synthesized and stored in independently. By
providing the needed real-time audio architecture, as it is
described in Section 3.2, the audio samples can be synthesized, altered and streamed on the ﬂy, only with one
phoneme delay. In other words, it is possible to inﬂuence the generation of the speech parameters and change
the corresponding speech samples with a delay of only
one phoneme. As follows, the spectral envelopes, the
phoneme durations as well as the pitch curves can be
modiﬁed as speech samples are being synthesized and affect the ﬁnal output with only one phoneme delay.
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Figure 6: M AGE synthesis, using a 2-phoneme sliding
window to generate the speech parameter trajectories
and audio buffers.
3.2. The M AGE platform
M AGE is a platform for reactive HMM-based speech and

singing synthesis. It provides an API for reactive programming in C/C++, aimed at being included in realtime
audio softwares. M AGE is thread safe and engine independent. It is the shell that provides to HTS the needed
real-time audio architecture so that the targeted speech
samples can be reactively manipulated. As illustrated in
Figure 7, M AGE consists of the label thread, that control
how the inputed phonemes are streamed to be processed,
the parameter generation thread, that generates the sequences of spectral and excitation parameters by maximizing the probability of the speech parameter sequence
and ﬁnally the audio generation thread that generated the
targeted speech samples. During runtime M AGE will allow the input of user controls so that the speech samples
ﬁnally outputted in to the audio thread can be reactively
controlled.
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Figure 7: Multithread architecture of M AGE: speech synthesis thread makes the connection between the user control and the audio thread.
Since M AGE can be easily imported in various frameworks and it can be simply combined with OSC-enabled
sensors, it allows fast and easy prototyping. Additionally it provides easy context and prosody controls over
the synthesized voice. Contextual control is implemented
based on the label thread and how the available phonemes
are streamed into M AGE, while prosody control is based
on the reactive manipulation of the pitch trajectories,
phoneme duration and vocal tract parameter.
M AGE comes as a consequential implementation, following the idea of performative speech synthesis, as a
way of looking beyond Text-To-Speech (TTS). It is an interdisciplinary project, addressing problems in the ﬁelds
of speech processing, linguistics and human-computer interaction (HCI) and it attempts to bring a common platform to address their problems. M AGE is targeted to be
used for approaching and understanding longterm ques-

tions in speech production, such as degrees of coarticulation, speech motor control, speech planning, intonation,
voice quality, speech time scales, etc. through gestural
control and interactive interfaces, mainly through mobile
and social computing.

4. The guitar as a controller
4.1. Introduction
The ﬁrst time time guitars were used as controllers can be
correlated to the appearance of MIDI guitars. On those
systems, an hexaphonic pickup (1 pickup per string) enables polyphonic pitch and amplitude tracking so as to
drive synthesizers or samplers in order to extend the
sounding possibilities of the instrument. The guitar became, thus, a MIDI controller.
Later, the augmented instruments term and ﬁeld appeared pushing further the notion of controller by embracing the more global notion of gesture and more
speciﬁcally of musical gesture. Anything that gives the
user controls on the produced sound is a musical gesture.
In [29], the author deﬁned the three types of musical
gestures:
• effective: physical technique employed by the
agent to produce sound (picking, fretting, etc.)
• ancillary:
ments

accompanying physical body move-

• ﬁgurative: note attack, scalar instrumental structures, melodic contour
These three types of musical gestures are as many
possible ways to have control on the resulting sound. Regarding the guitar, the three types of musical gesture have
been assessed in many different ways expanding each
time the controller notion.
Ancillary musical gesture, e.g, have been used and
mapped to audio effects in [7] and [8]: in the ﬁrst example, an inclinometer on the head of the guitar was controlling the volume of the effect. On the second example,
pressure sensors have been added to the rear of the guitar to catch information on the movement the guitar does
around the belly while the guitarist is playing. This information was then mapped to the different parameters of a
wah-wah like effect.
Figurative musical gestures have been used in [30]
to create a system which analyses the melodic structure
it receives and applies different mappings depending on
which pitch contour is detected. Different effective gestures have been analysed and detected in [31] and [32].
In [33], we developed algorithms for most of the major
guitar playing techniques, i.e, hammer-on, pull-off, slide,
palm muting, bend, natural harmonic notes as well as detection of the plucking point.

During this project, we mainly worked on the ﬁrst (effective) type of gesture using the algorithms developed in
[33] and implemented in Max MSP software. The third
type (ﬁgurative) of gestures was taken into account, but
due to a lack of time this type of gesture was not included
in the ﬁnal mapping.
4.2. Guitar playing techniques detection and optimization
The detection of the playing techniques detection was
made possible by the use of an hexaphonic pickup (one
pickup per string, i.e six separate signals), e.g 1 Roland
GK-3, which implies that six separate analysis had to
run at the same time. The Max MSP implementations
of the algorithms were ﬁrst done one by one in order to
test separately their real-time efﬁciency. However, once
grouped together and working at the same time, the CPU
consumption increased dramatically.
To address this problem of CPU consumption, the
ﬁrst and main step was to gather every detections in one
patch to deﬁne only the needed FFT. Indeed fft˜ Max
MSP object is quite CPU consuming and the ﬁrst implementations of the algorithms were using nearly 6 FFT
for each playing technique. Gathering all the algorithms
dropped down the number of FFT at 12, 2 per string: one
was from fft˜ Max MSP object and the other one from
the sigmund˜ external (third party object) used for the
pitch extraction. It has to be noticed that a FFT developed in C language into an external, i.e sigmund˜, is
less consuming than an fft˜ object.
The second element that has been tested was the difference between the use of abstractions (instances of a
patch, i.e a C++ object is an instance of a class) and
the use of the poly˜ Max MSP object which manages the polyphony and its own DSP consumption. With
poly˜ several instances of the same patch can be deﬁned and their processing activity can be totally taken
off the DSP chain and CPU consumption with the mute
message. Muting the different playing techniques algorithm decrease the CPU consumption signiﬁcantly, however this solution is useful only in case of someone not
using all the detections, but not in a complete use case.
This functionality remains therefore useful but doesn’t ﬁt
all cases. Another property of the poly˜ is that the DSP
treatment can be speciﬁed to be done on all the processors
of the comupter by using the parallel 1 message.
However, despite all these options, the use of six abstractions instead of one poly˜ object with 6 voices remains faster. In his lightest version (no graphical object
for output visualization), the detection algorithms used
6% of CPU for the DSP part against 9% with poly˜. In
a more friendly version (use of vumeter to monitor the
signal and of other graphical elements to monitor the out1 http://www.roland.com/products/en/GK-3/

puts of the detections), the consumption increases equally
until, respectively, 10% and 13%.
In both cases, the main element which dropped down
the CPU consumption was the decrease of the number of
computed FFT. Indeed, before gathering all the detection,
CPU consumption was around 50%, 60%. Depending on
the situation the two solutions cited above can be used. If
all the detections are used, the solution with the 6 abstractions ﬁts best. In the case of not using all the detections,
the solution using the poly˜ ﬁts better.
Figure 8 shows the GUI of the patch used for the guitar playing techniques detections.

The second element that we added was a trajectory tool to record and play back movements (motion
of the cursor in a lapse of time) into the 2D world of
voices. Subjectively interesting (in terms of generated
sound) trajectories were then recorded to be used as
guitar-controlled materials. Figure 9 shows these 2Dinterpolation and trajectory tools.
Three different mappings, controlling the trajectory
tool, were deﬁned. On each one of those mappings, volume of the guitar has been mapped to the volume of the
synthesized voice, in order not to have sound unless the
guitar is played. The three mappings are detailed below:
• ﬁrst mapping: the note on the 3rd fret of the 4th
string (F) loads a deﬁned trajectory and the note on
the 3rd fret of the 5th string (C) plays it. Any bends
played on the 2nd and 3rd string is mapped to the
vocal tract length; the bigger the string is bent, the
smaller the vocal tract length is.

Figure 8: Patch for guitar playing techniques detection
(from left to right): input of each strings with adjustable
gain, attack, pitch and note on / note off detection bend
and amplitude tracking, left / right-hand attack discrimination, palm muted notes and harmonics detection.

4.3. Mapping
It has to be noticed, before going into the details, that
these mappings have been chosen in terms of the resulting sound they produced. Indeed, they were used in an
improvisation framework where guitar and synthesized
voice were mixed. Flexibility and sound quality were
therefore what led the mappings designs. Moreover, at
the time of the mappings’ conception, no controls over
the structure of the synthesized sentence or text was available, therefore the guitar could not have been used as a
moving playhead or any similar type of control.
One of the main element used in the mapping between
the guitar and the M AGE synthesizer is a 2D-interpolation
tool (node Max MSP object). With this tool the states
of the interpolation are deﬁned by circles and distances
are outputted as functions of the position of the cursor
regarding each one of the states. The size of the circles is used as a weight applied to each states in the distances computation: the bigger the size, the bigger the
state’s inﬂuence. In [34], a similar tool has been developed and described. This interpolation tool can be linked
to the pattrstorage object (store and recall presets)
in order to easily use 2D-interpolation to move through
deﬁned presets. In our case, several voices with different parameters were deﬁned as presets and the interpolation helped navigating between these voices, creating
in-between voices when the cursor is in-between presets.

• second mapping: any normal attack on the 6th
string chooses a trajectory and plays it. If time
lapse between two palm muted notes is above a certain threshold the speed of the trajectory is 4 times
faster.
• third mapping: an harmonic note on any of the
strings overwrites the pitch of the voice. A series
of four pitches are deﬁned so that the voice follows
a simple melody. Playing the note on the 2nd fret
of the ﬁrst string (F#) changes the series of pitches.
As in the second mapping, the amount of bend is
controlling the length of the vocal tract.
4.4. Discussion
The mappings used and listed above were a ﬁrst attempt
to give the M AGE synthesizer an intuitive controller.
On the guitar side, it appears that detection information needs to be reduced. Indeed, with this kind of setup
(an instrument controlling synthesized or digital sounds)
the player needs to keep a certain correlation between
what he plays and what the audience sees and hears. In
other terms, if a large amount of the detections is used and
mapped to different elements of the synthesized voice,
correlation between what is played on the guitar and what
is heard can become blurry.
Moreover, being too speciﬁc about the mapping (i.e,
a speciﬁc note played with a speciﬁc playing technique)
can prevent the player from a certain ﬂexibility and playability. In the improvisation context which was ours, these
two elements were important to keep. In the third mapping e.g, using all the harmonic notes detection to overwrite the pitch was preferred to using only one speciﬁc
harmonic note detection.
On the voice side, it appeared that changing the pitch
of the voice was not that perceptible when the pitch difference was around a half tone to two tones. Mapping the

pitch of the guitar directly to the pitch of the voice, was
therefore, not the best option.
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Figure 9: 2D-Interpolation and trajectory tools used to
map the guitar detection to the M AGE synthesizer.

5. Results
This project brought us to improve the two frameworks
that we were using. On the one hand, we have been able
to signiﬁcantly improve both the computational load and
robustness of the algorithms for extracting guitar playing
techniques. Various useful expressive gestures such as
hammers, pull-offs and harmonics can now be detected
reliably on the six strings with a reasonable load on the
computer. On the other hand, M AGE has been completely
rewritten, leading to M AGE 2.0 being released soon, and
this new version clearly leaps forward in term of synthesis reactivity. Due to the previous need in M AGE to preserve compatibility with the sentence-wise stream-based
approach, many memory management issues were preventing M AGE to deliver a constant high-quality output
with convincing reactivity. M AGE 2.0 makes everything
far more usable for performative usages. As a consequence, real mapping strategies could be designed and
tested during the workshop, such as using the tonal quality of the guitar to control the intonation of synthetic
speech or mapping various ﬁngering techniques to voice
types and vocal effects.
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